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Abstract
This communication gives a short overview of our recent findings of output voltage in lead-free piezoelectric particle/polymer composites due
to air-flow and temperature change. Barium titanate (BTO)/epoxy composite and potassium sodium niobate (KNN)/epoxy composite sheets were
fabricated. The composite samples were polarized using either a parallel plate contact or contactless (corona) poling technique. The distribution of the
phases in the matrix was studied by a scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The output voltage was then measured for the composite sheets due to airflow. The output voltage was also examined for the composites due to temperature change, and the effect of the poling conditions on the performance
was examined. This short communication opens the door for development of flexible multi-energy harvesting devices.
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Introduction
With the appearance of the wearable devices and Internet
of Things (IoT), energy harvesting nodes are becoming more
and more important. Recently, Narita & Fox [1] have published a
review of recent development of the energy harvesting materials.
The article was focused on three types of materials utilized
in energy harvesters: piezoelectric ceramics and polymers,
magnetostrictive alloys, and magnetoelectric (ME) composite
materials. Piezoelectric ceramics have been widely recognized
for their potential utility in energy harvesting applications [2,3].
However, several drawbacks such as their brittleness have limited
the adoption of the piezoelectric ceramics, and the flexibility to
tailor the properties of composite materials is an indispensable
advantage compared with piezoelectric ceramics. Shahab &
Erturk [4] investigated the resonant dynamic actuation and power
generation with resistive shunt damping for various piezoelectric
macro-fiber composite bimorph cantilevers. Zeng et al. [5] designed
and fabricated a sandwich structure flexible energy harvester using
a high performance bulk form PIN-PMN-PT/epoxy 2-2 composite
flake (epoxy volume ratio of 20%), and studied systematically
the electrical properties of the device under different frequency,
strains, strain rates and load resistances.
Energy harvesters have a wide range of applications, for
instance, they can generate heat in various machines during
operations where temperature changes. The pyroelectric effect is
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exhibited by some dielectric materials with polar point symmetry
that show spontaneous polarization as a function of temperature.
Karim et al. [6] studied a lead free alternative for lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) thermal energy harvesting and storage systems
using LiNbO3 as the pyroelectric material. Narita et al. [7] studied
the energy harvesting characteristics of piezoelectric laminates
consisting of BTO and copper undergoing temperature changes
from room temperature to cryogenic (77K) and high (333K)
temperatures. The effect of pyroelectricity was probably too small
to be the single major contributor to the obtained output voltage
and, as experimental results and linking phase field and finite
element simulations suggested, electricity in the BTO layer was
generated not only through the piezoelectric effect caused by a
thermally-induced bending stress, but also by the temperature
dependence of the piezoelectric coefficient and permittivity.
The purpose of this communication is to report the potential
of flexible lead-free piezoelectric particle/polymer composites
for vibration and temperature energy harvesting. BTO/epoxy
composite and KNN/epoxy composite sheets were prepared and
polarized. The output voltage was then measured for the composite
sheets due to air-flow and temperature change.

Experimental Procedure

The lead-free piezoelectric composites were comprised of
BTO particles (KCM Corporation Co., Ltd., Japan) or KNN particles
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(Nippon Chemical Industrial Co., Ltd., Japan) and a commercially
available epoxy resin (EP-106NL, Cemedine Co., Ltd., Japan) with
a polyamine curing agent. The weight fraction of BTO and KNN
was held constant at 70wt% and 66.7wt%, respectively. These
composites were stirred for 30 minutes, and then painted on a
cupper electrode. The length, width and thickness of the composite
were 25mm, 13mm and 0.5mm, respectively. The thickness of the
electrode was 0.2mm. These composite sheets with electrode were
cured under a condition of 130 °C for 35 minutes in an oven.
The composite sheet samples were either contact or corona
polarized. The detail can be found in [8]. For the contact poling,
a cupper electrode of length 13mm and width 6mm was put on
the upper surface of the piezoelectric composite. The composite
sheet samples were then polarized for 30min at an electric field
of 2MV/m. The parallel plate contact polarization method was
achieved by placing the composite sheet with the upper and lower
electrodes into silicone oil. The beaker containing the composite
sheet and silicone oil was heated to 100 °C. The Corona discharge
polarization method was also carried out by applying 16 and
5MV/m to a needle suspended above the BTO and KNN composite
sheets, while the composite temperature was held at 100 °C for
3min and 50 °C for 30min in atmosphere, respectively. Figure 1
shows the BTO composite sample.
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SEM micrograph was analyzed for the BTO and KNN composite
sheet samples. Figure 2 shows the SEM images of the cross section
of the BTO and KNN composite sheets.

The composite sheet sample was first fixed to a jig, and connected
to an oscilloscope (GDS-1062A, Good Will Instrument Co., Ltd.,
Japan). Then, open-circuit output voltage was measured for the
samples under the wind of speed 2.5m/s. Next, the composite sheet
sample was connected to a digital multimeter (ADCMT 7461A, ADC
Corporation, Japan) and was inserted into a constant temperature
oven. The sample was not clamped. The open-circuit output voltage
was recorded until the sample reached a settled-down state where
voltage readings decreased consistently at which point the sample
was taken out.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3: Open-circuit output voltage of the contact
polarized BTO/epoxy and KNN/epoxy composites due to
air-flow of 2.5m/s.

Figure 1: BTO composite sample.

Figure 4: Open-circuit output voltage of the contact
polarized BTO/epoxy and KNN/epoxy composites due
to temperature change from room temperature to high
temperature.

Figure 2: SEM images of the cross section of the BTO and
KNN composite sheets.

Figure 3 shows the open-circuit output voltage of the contact
polarized BTO/epoxy and KNN/epoxy composites due to air-flow
of 2.5m/s. The output voltage of KNN/epoxy composite is larger
than that of BTO/epoxy composite. This is due to the fact that the
piezoelectric constant of KNN is larger than that of BTO. Figure 4
shows the open-circuit output voltage of the contact polarized
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BTO/epoxy and KNN/epoxy composites due to temperature
change from room temperature to high temperature. BTO/epoxy
composite generated approximately 5.0mV by changing from room
temperature to 120 °C. As the temperature increases, the value
of voltage of BTO/epoxy composite increases. On the other hand,
KNN/epoxy composite generated approximately 0.24mV at 100
°C. It is interesting to note that the output voltage of BTO/epoxy
composite due to temperature change is larger than that of KNN /
epoxy composite in contrast to the case under the air-flow. Figure
5 shows the similar results of the Corona polarized BTO/epoxy
and KNN/epoxy composites. BTO/epoxy composite generated
approximately 6.2mV by changing from room temperature to 120
°C, whereas KNN/epoxy composite generated approximately 1.1mV.
In temperature energy harvesting, BTO/epoxy composite has
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better performance than KNN/epoxy composite. The temperature
dependence of permittivity of BTO is considered to be one of the
causes for the better performance than the KNN. Figure 6 illustrates
the images of the temperature dependent permittivity of BTO [9] and
KNN [10]. The temperature dependence of piezoelectric coefficient
may also be considered. Moreover, from the comparison between
Figure 4 & 5 it is clear that the output voltage of Corona polarized
composites is larger than that of contact polarized composites.
Hence, the other contributor of output voltage of BTO/epoxy and
KNN/epoxy composites may be contemplated deformation of the
composites due to temperature change. This is due to the fact that
the piezoelectric constant of Corona polarized composites is larger
than that of the contact polarized composites [8].

Figure 5: Similar results of the Corona polarized BTO/epoxy and KNN/epoxy composites.

Figure 6: Images of the temperature dependent permittivity of BTO [9] and KNN [10].

Conclusion
The unique discovery of our experiments lies in the observation
that the BTO/epoxy and KNN/epoxy composites are able to display
both vibration and temperature energy harvesting properties. It
seems that the voltage in the piezoelectric composites is generated
due to temperature change not only through the piezoelectric
effect caused by a thermally-induced bending stress but also by
the temperature dependence of permittivity and piezoelectric
coefficient for the BTO and KNN particles. On the other hand,
although not shown here, we found that the voltage variation of the
composites decreases as time passes. Further research is needed

to understand these findings and to develop high-performance
flexible multi-energy harvesting devices.
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